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Quiz Date: 12th August 2020 

Directions (1-8): In the questions given below two sentences are given which are 
grammatically correct and meaningful. Connect them by the word given below the 
statements in the best possible way without changing the intended meaning. Choose 
your answer accordingly from the options which form a correct, coherent sentence. 
 
Q1.  
(I)Many students often conclude, mistakenly, that to be well read means to read as many 
books as possible. 
(II) To be well read means to read well and selectively among the works that are most 
challenging. 
(a) Yet  
(b) So  
(c) However  
(d) Because 
(e) After  
 
Q2.  
(I) Insects differ from each other in terms of ability to endure heat.  
(II) Caterpillars prefer colder temperatures while cockroaches seek out warm, moist 
locations. 
(a) In spite of  
(b) Despite that  
(c) In order that  
(d) For instance  
(e) Even if  
 
Q3.  
(I) Stephen Crane's schooling was not continuous. 
(II) He read all of the 19th-century English writers and the Greek and Latin classics. 
(a)Since 
(b) Nonetheless  
(c) Before  
(d) Only if  
(e) Than  
 
Q4.  
(I)Medical scientists have not yet discovered what causes muscular dystrophy, an inherited 
disorder that strikes nerve tissue and cripples its victim. 
(II) Do they know what causes sudden death syndrome. 
(a) Since  
(b) Yet  
(c) Nor  
(d)Until  
(e) Till  
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Q5.  
(I)Abundance of prey can vary locally within a region.  
(II)Whales must be prepared to move constantly in search of the highest food densities. 
(a)Lest  
(b) Once  
(c) That  
(d) Unless  
(e) Thus  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q6.  
(I) The FSSAI CEO said that the regulation on food products is “inevitable” and there would 
be more scrutiny of nutrient levels.  
(II) The regulations would give packaged food companies time to adapt to stricter norms.  
(a)But 
(b) While  
(c) Wherever  
(d) Though  
(e) Although  
 
Q7.  
(I)Some teachers guide the natural development of the child's innate powers.  
(II) Others build knowledge into the child's mind through a systematic method of 
instruction. 
(a) As if  
(b) Since  
(c) While  
(d) As though  
(e) Even  
 
Q8.  
(I) Chancellor Angela Merkel’s visit last week highlights expanding European interest in 
partnering Delhi. 
(II) It may exhibit emerging concerns about India’s economic and political trajectory. 
(a) As well as  
(b)  As much as  
(c)  As long as  
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(d) If  
(e) As soon as  
 
Directions (9-15): In the following question a part of the sentence is given in bold, it 
is then followed by four sentences which try to explain the meaning of the phrase 
given in bold. Choose the best set of alternatives from the five options given below 
each question which explains the meaning of the phrase correctly without altering 
the meaning of the sentence given as question 
 
Q9.He has taken more responsibilities as he couldn’t say ‘no’ to his boss. I think he has 
bitten more than he can chew.  
(a)He has taken more responsibilities as he couldn’t say ‘no’ to his boss. I think he is trying 
to do something which is too difficult for him.  
(b)He has taken more responsibilities as he couldn’t say ‘no’ to his boss. I think he has 
taken up the responsibilities for mere show-off.  
(c) He has taken more responsibilities as he couldn’t say ‘no’ to his boss. I think his 
responsibilities are less as compared to what he can handle.  
(d)He has taken more responsibilities as he couldn’t say ‘no’ to his boss. I think he has more 
calibre than his boss estimates him.  
(e)None of these 
 
Q10. The sales team blamed the engineers for the organization’s failure to bag the mega 
deal, but they were barking up the wrong tree. 
(a) The sales team blamed the engineers for the organization’s failure to bag the mega deal, 
but they were looking for a cause to find the reason  
(b) The sales team blamed the engineers for the organization’s failure to bag the mega deal, 
but they were mistaken and looking in the wrong place.  
(c) The sales team blamed the engineers for the organization’s failure to bag the mega deal, 
but they were trying to find a valid reason behind the failure 
(d)The sales team blamed the engineers for the organization’s failure to bag the mega deal, 
but they were conspiring against the engineers.  
(e) None of these 
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Q11.The IP for our key technology has been leaked, and many in my team, including the 
manager, are under a cloud. 
(a)The IP for our key technology has been leaked, and many in my team, including the 
manager, are experiencing themselves on seventh cloud.  
(b)The IP for our key technology has been leaked, and many in my team, including the 
manager, are having difficulty while disclosing information.  
(c)The IP for our key technology has been leaked, and many in my team, including the 
manager, are under suspicion.  
(d) The IP for our key technology has been leaked, and many in my team, including the 
manager, are finding their way out from this situation.  
(e) None of these  
 
Q12.The editor blew hot and cold over the story for few days and then finally decided to 
publish it. 
(a) The editor spoiled the story for few days and then finally decided to publish it. 
(b) The editor tried to ignore the story for few days and then finally decided to publish it. 
(c) The editor wanted the story to be delayed for few days and then finally decided to 
publish it. 
(d) The editor wavered between different opinions over the story for few days and then 
finally decided to publish it.  
(e)None of these 
 
Q13. By sanctioning the budget and filling in the vacancies, the committee has cleared the 
decks for our new office. 
(a) By sanctioning the budget and filling in the vacancies, the committee has delayedthe 
work progressfor our new office. 
(b) By sanctioning the budget and filling in the vacancies, the committee has caused huge 
loss to our new office. 
(c) By sanctioning the budget and filling in the vacancies, the committee has taken for-
granted the needs of our new office. 
(d)By sanctioning the budget and filling in the vacancies, the committee has introduced 
innovative designs our new office. 
(e) None of these 
 
Q14.The police isdragging its feet in investigating this case allegedly because influential 
people are involved in the crime. 
(a) The police is deliberately investigating this case slowly allegedly because influential 
people are involved in the crime. 
(b) The police is trying to investigate this case as soon as possible allegedly because 
influential people are involved in the crime. 
(c) The police is dragging innocent people in this case allegedly because influential people 
are involved in the crime. 
(d) The police is not ready to investigate this case allegedly because influential people are 
involved in the crime. 
(e) None of these  
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Q15.Wearing your heart on your sleeve can backfire at workplace because you may be 
seen unprofessional. 
(a) Wearing too tight sleeves can backfire at workplace because you may be seen 
unprofessional. 
(b) Expressing your sentiments too openly can backfire at workplace because you may be 
seen unprofessional. 
(c) Boasting about your personality can backfire at workplace because you may be seen 
unprofessional. 
(d) Boosting your entire personality among others can backfire at workplace because you 
may be seen unprofessional. 
(e) None of these  

 
 

 
 

Solutions  
S1. Ans. (c)  
Sol. “However” connects the statements in the best possible way without changing the 
intended meaning. 
Many students often conclude, mistakenly, that to be well read means to read as many 
books as possible however to be well read means to read well and selectively among 
the works that are most challenging. 
Hence, option (c) is the right answer choice.  
 
S2. Ans. (d) 
Sol. “For instance” connects the statements in the best possible way without changing the 
intended meaning. 
Insects differ from each other in terms of ability to endure heat, for instance, 
Caterpillars prefer colder temperatures while cockroaches seek out warm, moist 
locations.  
Hence, option (d) is the right answer choice.  
 
S3. Ans. (b) 
Sol. “Nonetheless” connects the statements in the best possible way without changing the 
intended meaning. 
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Stephen Crane's schooling was not continuous; nonetheless, he read all of the 19th-century 
English writers and the Greek and Latin classics. 
Hence, option (b) is the right answer choice.  
 
S4. Ans. (c)  
Sol. “Nor” connects the statements in the best possible way without changing the intended 
meaning. 
Medical scientists have not yet discovered what causes muscular dystrophy, an 
inherited disorder that strikes nerve tissue and cripples its victim nor do they know 
what causes sudden death syndrome.  
Hence, option (c) is the right answer choice.  
 
S5. Ans. (e) 
Sol. “Thus” connects the statements in the best possible way without changing the 
intended meaning. 
Abundance of prey can vary locally within a region thus whales must be prepared to 
move constantly in search of the highest food densities. 
Hence, option (e) is the right answer choice.  
 
S6. Ans. (a) 
Sol. “But” connects the statements in the best possible way without changing the intended 
meaning. 
The FSSAI CEO said that the regulation on food products is “inevitable” and there would 
be more scrutiny of nutrient levels but regulations would give packaged food 
companies time to adapt to stricter norms.  
Hence, option (a) is the right answer choice.  
 
S7. Ans. (c)  
Sol. “while” connects the statements in the best possible way without changing the 
intended meaning. 
While some teachers guide the natural development of the child's innate powers, 
others build knowledge into the child's mind through a systematic method of 
instruction. 
Hence, option (c) is the right answer choice.  
 
S8. Ans. (a) 
Sol. “As well as”connects the statements in the best possible way without changing the 
intended meaning. 
 Chancellor Angela Merkel’s visit last week highlights expanding European interest in 
partnering Delhi as well as it may exhibit emerging concerns about India’s economic 
and political trajectory. 
Hence, option (a) is the right answer choice.  
 
S9. Ans. (a) 
Sol. The idiom ‘bite more than you can chew’ means ‘to do something which is hard to 
do’. Option (a) is clearly stating the right meaning of highlighted idiom.  
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S10. Ans. (b) 
Sol. The idiom ‘Barking up the wrong tree’ means ‘to be mistaken and looking in the wrong 
place for the solution. Option (b) is clearly stating the correct meaning of the highlighted 
idiom.  
 
S11. Ans. (c) 
Sol. The idiom ‘under the cloud’ refers ‘to be under suspicion or trouble’. The option (c) 
states correct meaning of the highlighted idiom. 
 
S12. Ans. (d) 
Sol. Here, the idiom ‘blow hot and cold’ defines ‘being indecisive or waver between 
different opinions or actions. Option (d) clearly defines the meaning of highlighted idiom.  
 
S13. Ans. (e) 
Sol. The idiom ‘clear the deck’ means ‘to remove all the hurdles to get started on that work’.  
As none of the options display correct usage of the highlighted idiom, the correct answer 
choice will be ‘None of These’.  
 
S14. Ans. (a) 
Sol. The idiom ‘drag one’s feet’ implies ‘to do something slowly deliberately’. The option (a) 
is implying the correct meaning of the highlighted idiom.  
 
S15. Ans. (b) 
Sol. The idiom ‘wear your heart on your sleeve’ refers ‘to express your sentiments too 
openly’. Here, option (b) is implying the right meaning of the highlighted idiom.  
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